Results:
Nanorod precursor films. CZTS nanorods were synthesized by a hot-injection method adapted from our previous report [20] (see Methods for details). These nanorods show good monodispersity with a diameter of 9±0.5 nm and a length of 35±1 nm (Fig. 1a) as well as a highly crystalline structure with elongation in direction of the c-axis of a hexagonal lattice (Fig. 1b) . The nanorods were deposited perpendicularly on Mo-coated glass by electrophoresis, during which they form a self-organized close-packed superlattice (Fig. 1c) . A large number of such nanorod layers were deposited to obtain a 1 µm thick nanorod film (Fig.   1d ). X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirms a hexagonal wurtzite structure ( Fig. 1e ) with space group P63mc, which was already reported before [20, 26] (see Supplementary Fig. 1a for a larger angle range). In the literature nanocrystals with orthorhombic wurtz-stannite and pseudo-orthorhombic wurtz-kesterite structures are reported [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] which produce similar diffraction signals due to a similar hexagonal anion sublattice, but differ in the ordering of the cations [30] . In our measurements, additional reflexes that indicate presence of wurtz-stannite or wurtz-kesterite instead of hexagonal wurtzite structure are not observed.
The diffractogram presented by the red line in Fig. 1e shows high intensity of the wurtzite 002 reflex compared to the vertical reference lines presenting random orientation. Since the nanorods feature elongation in c-axis direction of the hexagonal lattice, this shows that the majority of nanorods are vertically aligned with respect to the substrate surface. In contrast, the diffractogram presented by the black line shows a lower intensity of the 002 reflex, revealing that here a smaller fraction of the nanorods are vertically aligned. The inset of Fig. 1d shows that even nanorods that are not vertically oriented posses locally parallel alignment. This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133. Transition of wurtzite nanorods to large grained kesterite. To transfer wurtzite nanorod films similar to the one in Fig. 1d into kesterite CZTS films, they were annealed in an inert atmosphere on a hot plate at 400 °C (see Methods). A cross-sectional SEM image of a resulting film shows that the nanorod morphology disappeared and large grains in the order of 100 to 300 nm formed (Fig. 1f) . X-ray diffraction reveals that the hexagonal wurtzite structure completely disappeared and tetragonal kesterite CZTS formed (Fig. 1g) . (see Supplementary Fig. 1b for a larger angle range). Notably, all kesterite reflexes show decreased widths compared to the wurtzite reflexes of the nanorod film, which is in accordance with the increase of crystallite size [32] .
The wurtzite nanorods used for this study had a Cu-poor and Zn-rich composition which has lead to highest the solar cell power conversion efficiencies in the past [8, 11] . To study the influence of the composition on the grain growth, also nanorods with Cu-rich composition were synthesized and a similar annealing study was performed. Films made of these nanorods also showed the phase transformation to kesterite and a similar morphology after annealing ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
It is important to note that for formation of large grains careful washing of the nanorods for ligand removal (see Methods) is a prerequisite. When excess carbon is present in the film, only very small grain sizes are found after annealing ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
Real-time analysis of phase transition and grain growth. The correlation between phase transition and grain growth during annealing was studied in real time by synchrotron-based energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD) (see Methods for details). EDXRD intensities recorded every 3 seconds during rapid heating of a nanorod film to 500 °C are color-coded as function of time and energy in Fig. 2b . The most striking feature seen in Fig. 2b is a fast and direct transition from wurtzite (W) to the kesterite (K) within a few seconds at around 380 °C  20 °C film temperature (see Supplementary Fig. 4 for the full range of recorded data). Fig. 2c shows the evolution of wurtzite and kesterite reflex intensities gained by multi-peak fitting. The first vertical line in Fig. 2b and c marks the last point in time at which no kesterite reflexes are visible yet, whereas the second line marks the first point in time at which all wurtzite reflexes disappeared and kesterite reflexes are present. The distance of these two lines shows that the transformation from a hexagonal to a cubic or tetragonal lattice takes about 9 seconds. While the main reflexes attributed to tetragonal kesterite 112 and 200 could also stem from a cubic phase, the occurrence of the weak 101 and 002 reflexes reveal formation of tetragonal CZTS. The rise of the intensities of these weak reflexes relative to the intensities of the main reflexes provides valuable insight into the dynamics of cation ordering within the sulfur sublattice after transformation from the wurtzite to the tetragonal structure. Lattice defects involving Sn such as [SnCu+CuSn] or [SnZn+ZnSn] antisite pairs may strongly affect the electronic properties such as a decreased band gap energy [33] , which might lead to detrimental band gap fluctuations. Our experiment is sensitive to Sn-Cu and Sn-Zn disorder. If Sn ions were randomly distributed over the Sn and Zn sites, the 002 reflex is completely canceled out (see Supplementary Fig. 6 ). If Sn would be randomly distributed over all cation sites including the Cu sites, the 101 reflex would be canceled out as well. Therefore, the simultaneous occurrence of the 101 reflex with the main 112 and 200 reflexes (Fig. 2c ) reveals a fast ordering of the Cu site occupation, avoiding occupation by Sn ions. In contrast, the rise of the 002 reflex shows a small delay compared to the other signals (Fig. 2c) . While it should be noted that this delay is small compared to the scattering of the signal intensities, a possible explanation could be an initial Sn-Zn disorder with This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133. 6 subsequent quick decay of this disorder. The quick decay of the Sn-Zn disorder would be in accordance with a theoretically predicted high formation energy of [SnZn+ZnSn] antisite pairs [33] . We conclude that the complete kesterite formation with ordered Sn cation site occupation takes about 18 seconds, as marked by the third line in Fig. 2b and c. We note that the real-time data are not sensitive to Cu-Zn disorder resulting in so-called disordered kesterite [34] [35] [36] -which, however, is predicted to be less critical for the electronic structure of CZTS [33, 34] . The evolution of grain growth is monitored by the broadening of the diffraction reflexes. The reflexes of the wurtzite nanorods show a strong variation in peak width for different lattice plane orientations (Fig. 2b) .
The apparent crystallite sizes calculated from the corrected integral widths of the wurtzite reflexes are consistent with the nanorod shape (Fig. 2d ,e) (Methods: Calculation of Crystallite Size). We note that the size of the nanorods is overestimated compared to the dimensions revealed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) (Fig. 1b) . This can be explained by a partial coherence of the lattices of aligned nanorods [37] . Fig. 2d shows that size and shape of the wurtzite nanorods stays constant up to the This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133. 7 point of phase transition. In contrast, the sizes of the kesterite crystals as calculated from the various diffraction signals do not show a dependence on the orientation and quickly increase until their average diameters are larger than the size of the original nanorods (Fig. 2d,e) . This interpretation of the real-time signals is supported by cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of nanorod films heated to three different temperatures (Fig. 3 ). Heating rate variation. To investigate the influence of the heating rate on the phase transition, additional real-time measurements during annealing of a nanorod film was performed with the same conditions as the process shown before in Fig. 2 except that the heating rate was drastically reduced from 1.7 K s -1 to 0.05 K s -1 . While for the slower heating rate the phase transition also proceeds from the wurtzite directly to the kesterite phase ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ), the phase transition is shifted to lower temperature -as is expected This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133. 8 if the transition is thermally activated. Interestingly, however, the reduction in heating rate results in substantially broader diffraction lines of the final kesterite phase (Fig 4a) , indicating smaller final size of the kesterite domains and hence a strong reduction in grain growth. Electrical and optical characterization. From the large microstructural differences imposed by the heating rate variation, the question arises how these differences affect the semiconductor properties of the film. We performed electrical and optical characterization of the CZTS nanorod films before and after annealing with various heating rates. Electrical transport properties were characterized by a four probe measurement set-up (see Methods for details). For sample preparation, CZTS nanorod solution was spincoated onto a glass substrate to get nanorod films with uniform thickness. For the as deposited nanorod films the conductivity is below the detection limit of the instrument. This can be expected due to long chain non-conductive ligand shell on the nanorod surface and nanometer sized gaps between the single rods ( (average from 14 samples). This value is comparable with conductivities observed for CZTS films prepared by sulfurization of metallic precursors [39] , which is an approved method for fabrication of CZTS solar cells [40] [41] [42] . Above a heating rate of 2.6 K s -1 no systematic dependency on the heating rate could be observed. While the measured values obtained for the fast heating rates are quite disperse and range from 1.5 to 4.9 ×10 -2 Ω -1 cm -1 , these values all lie above those from the slowly heated samples, ranging from 2.6 to 7.4 ×10 -3 Ω -1 cm -1 . While the electrical conductivity might be influenced by many factors, the lower conductivity of the slowly heated samples could be explained by a higher density of grain boundaries, which might form barriers for the charge carriers. , 338 cm -1 (A-mode), 366 cm -1 and 376 cm -1 (vertical lines in Fig. 5a ) are in good agreement with peak positions earlier found for kesterite CZTS [43] , while dominant modes at 334 cm -1 and 377cm -1 (arrows) of CZTS nanorods have been also reported for wurtzite CZTS [10, 20] . The strongest A-mode symmetry of kesterite CZTS annealed samples shifts to lower frequency region and significantly broadens with decreasing heating rate as shown in the inset of Fig. 5a . This shift of the A-mode can be explained by an This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133. 10 increase in disorder in the kesterite cation sublattice [44] as well as possible remnants of the wurtzite type structure. The latter matches with the observation of an additional diffraction signal in slowly heated films (Fig. 4a , signal "X"), which were attributed to the presence of hexagonal type planar faults (such as stacking faults) within the kesterite phase, possibly inherited from the original wurtzite nanorods. Thus, the Raman results in Fig. 5a indicate improving structural quality of the CZTS films with increasing heating rate. , 260 cm -1 , 288 cm -1 , 338 cm -1 (A-mode), 366 cm -1 and 376 cm -1 (vertical lines) can be attributed to kesterite [43] . The arrows at 334 cm -1 and 377cm -1 mark the positions of the wurtzite signals [10, 20] . The inset shows peak position and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the main kesterite peak (A-mode) as function of heating rate. The lines are guides to the eye. (b) Low-temperature photoluminescence (PL) intensities for annealed films heated with three different heating rates. The inset shows PL peak positions (PLmax) as function of excitation power (Pexite).
As photoluminescence (PL) probes radiative recombination paths of charge carriers, it provides essential information on the quality of semiconductor materials and their suitability for photoelectrical devices. Low temperature PL spectra of some CZTS annealed samples are displayed in Fig.5b . The emission is dominated by a broad band centered in the range from 1.1 to 1.3 eV with FWHM of about 0.2 eV. The PL peak position blue shifts by 10-20 meV/decade with increasing excitation power (inset of Fig. 5b ), indicating strong compensation, which has been found to be a necessary prerequisite for good solar cell performance in chalcopyrite as well as kesterite-based thin film solar cells [45] [46] [47] . The observed PL bands in CZTS annealed samples can be attributed to quasi donor acceptor recombination [10] . We do not find an obvious trend for the influence of the heating rate on the PL properties of the annealed CZTS films. This finding implies that the radiative recombination paths in the CZTS films are not predominantly affected by differences in microstructure induced by the heating rate variations.
Discussion:
The real-time data presented in Fig. 2 reveal a direct correlation between phase transition and grain growth during fast heating. It was shown that a reduction in the heating rate leads to a strong reduction of grain growth (Fig. 4) . Without any grain growth, each wurtzite nanorod could be expected to transform individually to kesterite. Such a transformation corresponds to a simple 1 st order reaction where the reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of the reactant cW:
(cW and cK are the concentrations of wurtzite and kesterite expressed as molar fraction, t is the time, A a preexponential factor, Ea the thermal activation energy, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature).
Integration with respect to time yields (see Method: First Order Reaction)
(1) The dashed and solid orange lines in Fig. 6a show that this equation describes the phase transition measured during slow heating very well. However, the fast heating process shows a deviation between the intensities of the measured kesterite signals (Fig. 6b, black circles) and the intensities corresponding to the 1 st order reaction calculated with the same parameters as for the slow heating (orange line): Whereas the 1 st order reaction correctly describes the onset of the measured kesterite formation, the subsequent increase of the measured signals is much steeper. This and the simultaneous onset of grain growth (Fig. 6c) suggest that the phase transition is additionally driven by growth of kesterite crystals. To understand this behavior, we take a closer look at the structural differences of the wurtzite and kesterite phases. In the wurtzite nanorods, the sidewalls are formed by {100} planes (Fig. 1c) and hence surface atoms have three bonds (Fig. 7a) . As no surface with more bonds per atom exists, the sidewalls can be expected to be relatively stable compared to other planes. A phase transition from the hexagonal wurtzite to the tetragonal kesterite phase can be seen as a shift of every third layer of sulfur atoms (Fig. 7a,b) . Starting from the original nanorod shape, this would result in sidewall atoms that only have two bonds (Fig. 7b) .
However, kesterite surfaces formed by {112} planes, in which every atom has three bonds, are energetically preferred [48] . Hence, it can be assumed that the shape of the nanorods is not preserved during phase transition, which unavoidably brings the boundary of the newly formed crystal (seed crystal)
closer to the neighboring nanorods (Fig. 7c) . We propose that this stimulates the transition of the metastable wurtzite lattice of the neighboring nanorods to the kesterite lattice of the seed crystal, thereby causing the seed crystal to grow. As a crystal grows, it comes into contact with more and more nanorods (Fig. 7d) . Consequently, the rate of volume growth can be expected to be proportional to its surface, which corresponds to normal grain growth [49] . According to this model, the transition from nanorods to larger grains and the phase transition from wurtzite to kesterite occur simultaneously, which is in excellent agreement with the real-time analysis (Fig. 2) .
The main steps of this reaction are (1) the transition from a wurtzite to a kesterite nanocrystal (nucleation) and (2) the growth of this crystal by incorporation of further nanocrystals (grain growth). According to this picture, the final average grain size will depend on the relation between the nucleation rate and the growth rate, and hence on the difference of the activation energies for nucleation (EN) and growth (EG). If EN<EG, and if the heating rate is sufficiently slow, all nanorods will individually transform to kesterite crystals before the mechanism for grain growth becomes active, resulting in a small final grain size. In contrast, at higher heating rates the reaction is shifted to higher temperatures (Fig. 6a,b ) and hence the grain growth can become active during phase transition, resulting in larger final grain sizes, which qualitatively matches our findings (Fig. 4) . We conclude that growth of kesterite grains within a template of ordered wurtzite nanorods is driven by the transition from the metastable to the stable crystalline phase. Via this reaction, large grained tetragonal Cu2ZnSnS4 films can be formed within a few seconds. The number of grains and their average grain size can be controlled by the heating rate, where fast heating leads to larger grains. By designing size and arrangements of precursor nanorod clusters, this reaction route could be utilized to synthesize semiconductor crystals for nano-and microstructured photoelectric devices. Synthesis of wurtzite CZTS nanorods: Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) nanorods were synthesized by using a modification of our previously published procedure [20] . Cu For the heating rate variations, all samples were heated up to 500 °C and held at 500 °C for 10 min. After annealing, the substrate is allowed to cool down to room temperature and cleaved for cross-sectional SEM analysis.
In-situ annealing experiment setup: For the real-time EDXRD analysis, nanorod films were annealed in a sealed reaction box inside a vacuum chamber coupled to the polychromatic synchrotron beamline EDDI at BESSY II [50] .
EDXRD is particularly suitable for highly time-resolved observations of kesterite formation since the diffraction angle This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133.
can be adjusted such that the energy positions of the low intensity kesterite reflexes 101, 110, and 002 -which are important for the discrimination of kesterite from the structurally related secondary phases such as Cu2-xSe, ZnS, and Cu2SnS3 -coincide with the energy range with highest photon flux [51] of the polychromatic synchrotron beam.
Additionally, changes in domain sizes of crystalline material can be monitored in real-time via the broadening of diffraction lines as a function of time [52] .
The films were heated to 500 °C with a nominal heating rate of 1.7 K s -1 or 0.05 K s -1 by the radiation of eight halogen lamps with a total power of 4 kW. The temperature was controlled with a thermocouple positioned above the film.
Before annealing, the reaction box was evacuated until a pressure of 10 -4 mbar was reached. Subsequently, the reaction box was sealed by a motor valve. The reaction box consists of a pyrolytically coated graphite cylinder which is closed by quartz plates at the bottom and top. More details on the setup can be found in [53] . 
EDXRD data analysis:
Integral intensities and integral widths of the EDXRD reflexes were gained by fitting the signals with Voigt profiles using the software package IGOR Pro 6. Due to a similar position of the wurtzite 002 and kesterite 112 reflexes (Fig. 2) -which reflects the close structural relationship and similar density of these phasesthey cannot be separated and thus where fitted with a single Voigt profile. The normalized intensity increase of this signal was attributed to the kesterite 112 reflex.
Temperature estimation: During the heating ramp (1.7 K s -1 ) of the fast heating process shown in Supplementary   Fig. 4 (left) , the temperature measured by the thermocouple placed above the sample may deviate from the film temperature due to differences in the thermal mass and absorption coefficient of thermocouple and sample. During the slow heating with a heating rate of 0.05 K s -1 , it can be assumed that the temperature of the thermocouple is much closer to that of the film, because the mentioned differences play a smaller role. Here, the accuracy of the temperature measurement is assumed to be  20 K. We use the thermal expansion of the wurtzite and the kesterite phase measured during slow and fast heating to estimate the true temperature of the film during fast heating. Supplementary Fig. 5a and b show the lattice plane spacings for the wurtzite and kesterite phase during slow heating. The data were fitted with a straight line. From this, the following linear thermal expansion coefficients are derived:
CZTS-W (100):
Supplementary Fig. 5d and e show the values of the lattice plane spacings measured during the fast heating process.
With the help of the thermal expansion coefficients given above, the temperature was calculated from these lattice plane spacings. The temperatures resulting from this calculation are given in Supplementary Fig. 5f as dots. The dashed black line results from concatenating and smoothing of the calculated temperatures. The arrow bars reflect the uncertainty of the temperature measurement of  20 K during the slow heating. For comparison, the calculation of the temperature out of the measured lattice plane spacings and the expansion coefficients was also done for the slow heating process, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 5c . This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133.
Calculation of crystallite Size:
The apparent crystallite sizes were calculated from the integral width f of the physical diffraction line profiles of each recorded EDXRD spectrum (the term crystallite is understood as domain of undisturbed coherent scattering). To obtain f, the measured profiles were fitted by a Voigt profile Vh(E) using the parameterization of Humlicek [54] implemented in the software package IGOR Pro 6. The Gaussian contribution h,G to the width of Vh(E) was corrected by the Gaussian shaped broadening g,G caused by the experimental setup:
Since the experimental setup causes a purely Gaussian shaped broadening, the Lorentz contribution to the width of the physical Voigt profile f,L equals that of the measured profile: f,L=h,L. The total integral width of the physical Voigt profile f was calculated from the Gauss and the Lorentz width f,G and f,L with the help of the parameterization of Humlicek [54] .
The calculation of the apparent crystallite sizes follows the energy-dispersive form of Scherrer's equation [55] 
(with  = 3.12°), and assumes that the measured profiles are only broadened by the crystallite sizes and by the resolution of the experimental setup. For the CZTS nanorods, this assumption is justified by the undisturbed crystal structure revealed by HRTEM (Fig. 1b of the main text).
Electrical and optical characterization:
Electrical transport properties were characterized by using a four probe measurement set-up inside the glove box. The measurements were performed on 2400 system from Keithley
Instruments and the conductivity of the thin films was measured under dark condition at ambient temperature. Four ohmic contacts (gold) were deposited on the corner of the substrates by thermal evaporation to avoid electrical contact problems on the film. The conductivity was measured by the van der Pauw method.
Room temperature Raman spectra were measured in the back-scattering configuration using a He-Ne (wavelength 632.8 nm) laser in a DILOR LabRam Micro-Raman system. The CCD detection system was calibrated with respect to 520.7 cm -1 peak position of a reference silicon wafer.
Low temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed using a 660 nm laser diode and 0.25 m grating monochromator equipped with an InGaAs detector array with the samples mounted in a closed-cycle He cryostat.
First order reaction:
From the real-time diffraction data recorded during slow heating we follow that the reaction implies a direct transition from the reactant (wurtzite CZTS) to the product (kesterite CZTS). This means that the reaction rate r can be assumed to be proportional to the concentration cW of the reactant (wurtzite CZTS) and that the concentration of the product (kesterite CZTS) is cK = 1 -cW, if the concentrations are expressed as molar fractions.
Further, we assume that the reaction is thermally activated. Such a reaction is described by the Arrhenius equation of first order:
where A is a constant factor, Ea the activation energy, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature of the sample.
Since in our experiment the temperature continuously changes as a function of time t, we replace T by T(t) and integrate over time:
This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133. cW,0 is the initial molar fraction of wurtzite CZTS and was set to 1. The integration was solved numerically. A least square fit using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm of the software IGOR Pro 6 was performed to determine the parameters A and Ea for which the function cK(t) best matches the evolution of the normalized intensity of the K 112 signal. As this signal overlaps with W 002, for the normalization the initial intensity was subtracted from all intensity values and then the intensity values were divided by the final intensity. This normalized intensity is taken as representative of the concentration of kesterite CZTS.
The least square fit gave the following fit parameters:
The given errors result from the accuracy of the fit and do not account for the uncertainty of the measured
temperature. An addition of 20 K to the temperature profile yields:
A subtraction of 20 K to the temperature profile yields:
We use the difference of the resulting activation energies for the estimation of its error limit: Ea = (3.5  0.3) eV.
Modeling of phase-pransition-driven grain growth: We implemented a numerical code to calculate the evolution of phase transition expected from the model of phase-transition-driven grain growth. In this model, the formation of kesterite seed grains is thermally activated and its probability within a given time step at a given temperature is described by an Arrhenius equation. The nucleation rate is proportional to the remaining reactant, i.e. to the unreacted wurtzite nanorods. Additionally, the grain growth is assumed to be proportional to the grains surface and determined where NW is the total number of remaining Wurtzite crystals, AN is the preexponential factor, EN is the activation energy for the nucleation, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T(t) is the temperature as function of time. In general the equation gives a rational number. This number is taken as probability and the number of actually newly created kesterite grains (NK,act) is determined by using a random number generator such that floor(NK) < NK,act < ceil(NK) and This is the manuscript version of an article published in Nature Communications. The published version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms4133.
<NK,act> = NK
(where the operation "floor" rounds down and the operation "ceil" rounds up to the next integer). The brackets in <NK,act>=NK say that the average number of actually created seeds will equal to NK if this operation is repeated infinitely often.
Another random number generation is deployed to randomly choose the location of the newly created seed grains, taking into account that this can only happen where wurtzite has not already transformed into kesterite. We note that without additional grain growth the evolution of phase transition obtained by this procedure coincides with the first order reaction described by equation (1) of the main text.
To be able to distinguish between different grains, each grain is given a unique identification number (ID) when it is created. For each grain, the time at which it was created (nucleation time tn) is recorded. This information is needed for the calculation of the grain growth.
Grain Growth: Once a grain is created, its new size characterized by its radius is determined after each time interval.
The radius at time t of a single grain created at nucleation time tn with an initial radius rn is calculated by where AG is the preexponential factor and EG the activation energy for grain growth. The integral was solved numerically. For each grain, each volume unit lying inside the increased volume of the grain is attributed to this grain if the volume unit was not attributed to a different grain before. Each volume unit that is attributed to a grain is marked by the ID of the grain.
Determination of phase transition:
The evolution of phase transition is obtained at each time interval by counting the volume units that are attributed to any of the kesterite grains. This value is normalized to the total sample volume used for the modeling. Consequently, complete phase transition is reached if this normalized value reaches unity.
Determination of volume-weighted grain size: Signal broadening of X-ray diffraction is sensitive to the volume weighted length of undisturbed crystal structure perpendicular to the scattering lattice plane, that is -in a symmetric diffraction setup -perpendicular to the sample surface. Therefore, the average volume weighted size of all kesterite grains was determined by counting the length of each vertical array of volume units possessing equal grain ID's. This procedure assumes that a grain consists of a single domain of coherent scattering.
Modeling parameters:
 the number of possible nucleation sites was 250 000  rn was set to 10 nm  the sample volume was set to 2.5*10 8 nm 3  T(t) was taken from the estimated temperature profile shown in Supplementary Fig. 4 ,left 
